


Dear Niveshaks,

We are glad to present to you the 11th anniversary edition of your monthly

magazine Niveshak. Our anniversary article titled ‘5 trillion-dollar economy: A far-

flung dream?’ discusses whether the government’s ambition of becoming a 5 trillion

economy by 2025 is a feasible plan or a pipeline dream.

The Month That Was’ provides you with a brief summary of the happenings in the

financial world in the previous month. In the quest to solve the ongoing liquidity

crunch in the economy, RBI has decided to transfer Rs. 1.76 lakh crores to the

central government. The government reversed its decision to impose Super Rich

tax on FPIs by restoring the highest surcharge to 15%. Reliance Industries Ltd.

Decided to sell its 20% stake in chemicals and refining business to Saudi Aramco.

The trade war between US and China received a stimulation after Mr. Trump

announced the increase in tariff from 10% to 15%. As a retaliatory measure,

China’s tariff also increased from 20.7% to 21.8%. Also, it is a matter of profound

grief that BJP stalwart, Mr. Arun Jaitley, who has played an imperative role in

bringing the reforms during his tenure as the finance minister, breathed his last on

24th August, 2019. This month the cover story focuses on the topic ‘Inverted Yield

Curve and Negative yield bonds’ which explains the ongoing phenomenon of the

inverted yield curve and negative yield bonds in the market, the reason for

occurrence and its impact on the Indian economy.
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As every month, the section on NIF

brings to you the latest standing of

the Niveshak Investment Fund.The

Article of the Month titled ‘Have

“Animal Spirits” gotten to us?’ is a

contribution by Mahesh, PGP

participant of 2017 at IIM Shillong.

In the FinView section we put forth

the views of Ms. Meenali Bafna

regarding the merger of the PSU

banks, the foreseen recession and

the slowdown in the automobile

industry.

The Classroom section for the

month educates the readers on the

convertible securities in the market.

The section ‘Deals in Brewery’

explains the merger of Monnet Ispat

into JSW Steel. The section

‘Company scanner’ discusses about

the American multinational

investment bank and financial

services company, Goldman Sachs.

We wish you, our readers, a happy

reading experience.

Stay Invested,

Team Niveshak
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THE MONTH

THAT WAS

decided to keep the Contingent Risk

Buffer, the realized equity at the lower

band of the desired 5.5-6.5% of the

balance sheet. if the amount is

optimally utilized, it can boost the

economic growth of the country.

The Trade War – Beginning of

upcoming recession?
As Trump announced an increase in

tariffs from 10% to 15% on nearly $300

billion of Chinese imports, China

retaliated with stating that it would no

longer suspend its retaliatory tariffs on

auto products and re-application of the

same starting December 15. Also, there

would be additional tariffs of $75 billion

of US exports. As a result, China's

average tariffs applied increases from

20.7% to 21.8% and would further

reach to 25.9% on December 15, the

day from which additional tariffs would

be applicable.

Course Correction: Reversal of

Decisions

The Government rolled back its

decision to impose Super Rich tax on

FPIs. The highest surcharge has been

restored to 15%. The government

a lso announced infus ion of INR

70000 crore in the State-run

banks. This has been done to

BJP's Troubleshooter passes away

Mr. Arun Jaitley, one of country's the

most honourable union ministers left

behind a void as he breathed his last
on August 24, 2019. He was

instrumental in bringing the most

transforming reforms during his tenure

as a Finance minister.especially, the

rollout of Goods and Services Tax

(GST), establishment of monetary policy

committee and opening up routes for

Foreign Direct investment.He was very

well known for his intellect and integrity

and always stood as a strong wall

defending BJP, justifying his position as

an all-weather friend. He was also a

minister in Atal Bihari Vajpayee led NDA

government and had a very long and

steady relationship with the party.The

country lost not only a minister but a

pioneer, a pioneer of change and

reforms.

RBI'S bailout
RBI decided to transfer INR 1.76 lakh

crore to the central government. The

amount comprises of two parts, INR

123414 crore being the surplus for the

year 2018-19 and INR 52637 crore the

excess provisions as per the revised

Economic Capital Framework (ECF). An

amount of INR 28000 crore has already

been paid as interim dividend. The

changes were proposed by the Jalan

Committee that was set up after the

clash in between govt. and RBI has

[6]
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controls the world's second-largest

crude reserves, and the partnership

will further protect RIL from any oil

shocks in the future. The main

strategic plan is to spend $50 billion on

its telecom business to surpass Bharti

Airtel Ltd. And Vodafone Idea Ltd and

also the expansion plans related to Jio

5G. Thus the deal seems to be Win-

Win for both the sides.

stabilize the current volatile market
condition and to ensure adequate
liquidity. The above steps have been taken
to revive economic momentum to are
some corrective measures to bring the
staggering economy back on track as the
expected growth projections by various
international agencies have been lowered.

Deal of the month: The RIL- Aramco

deal

Reliance Industries Ltd. Decided to sell

its 20% stake in chemicals and refining

business to Saudi Aramco. The deal is

expected to be worth $15 billion. The

step has been taken by RIL to cut its

huge compiled debt within 18 months

and also ensure uninterrupted supply

of crude oil for the refineries as Saudi

Aramco has agreed to supply 500000

barrels per day of crude oil to RIL's

Jamnagar refinery. Saudi Aramco

[7]
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Comments on the Equity market and NIF’s Performance

Value Scaled to 100

NIF PERFORMACE EVALUATION

As on Aug 31, 2019

Total Investment Value: 10, 00,000 

Current Portfolio Value: 

17,02,065.25 

Change in Portfolio Value: -10.18% 

Change in Sensex: -7.2%

Risk Measures: 

Standard Deviation NIF: 35.93 

Standard Deviation Sensex: 23.32 

Sharpe Ratio: 2.35 (Sensex: 3.35) 

Cash Remaining: 1,46,352
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This month was observed to be a lot better than the previous month. Most of

the stocks gained value while only three stocks gained last month. The

maximum growth has also been very high of 9.65% in Maruti Suzuki despite

the bearish automobile sector. It was one of the most active stocks in August.

The slowdown in the auto industry is creating high concern in the economy.

Indiabulls Housing dropped around 8% reaching 52-week low, after the

announcement of resignation of Lakshmi Vilas Bank MD Parthasarathi

Mukherjee. Because of demerger of Gujarat Fluorochemicals Pvt. Ltd. the

stock plunged heavily so it was sold on 3rd August. The balance has been

transferred to cash.

Moreover, Realty and Banking stocks outperformed in August. Majorly,

consumables sector is seen to be doing well currently as well as in future while

the other sectors are expected to go down.

.



NIVESHAK INVESTMENT FUND

INDIVIDUAL STOCK WEIGHT 
AND

MONTHLY PERFORMANCE
Monthly Performance
Portfolio Weight

Top Gainers for the 

month

9.65% Maruti Suzuki

7.85% Asian Granito

6.67%

Manappuram

Fin

Top Losers for the 

month

-13.86%

Indiabulls

Hsg

-9.79% ITC

-9.01%

Speciality 

Rest



Sector is on track to recovering full

health from a shaky period. Also,

using the sector-wise dissection of the

IIP data especially in the apparel and

consumer durable segment, I will

argue in the latter part of the article

why the doomsday prediction holds no

merit.

The Automobile conundrum:

SBI Ecowrap published a research

report dedicated to the auto-sector.

The two graphs below explain the

nuances of the problem. The growth in

ancillary segments is followed by a lag

in growth in the manufacturing

segment. This might be explained by

the higher revenues generated by

ancillaries from auto-component sales

for maintenance and replacements.

heses:

Have “Animal 

Spirits” gotten 

to us?
-Mahesh, IIM Shillong PGP’17
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John Maynard Keynes is the go-to

man for the Indian Finance Ministers

in the times of crisis. During the

1991 economic reforms, the then

FM quoted Keynes and began his

historic address. Today, it is the time

for the first female finance minister

to resort to the Keynesian theory of

“animal spirits”. Empirically, we can

strongly argue that in times of crisis

industry looks for a scapegoat. The

lowest hanging scapegoat in the

current scenario is the government.
Definitely, we cannot absolve the

government of the current economic

crisis, but in an industrial environment

of over-capacity, acquisitions at mind-

boggling valuations, a slew of quality

accounts becoming NPA’s and the

hangover of a high growth period;

the rustiness in the Indian economy

was bound to come. There is

enough empirical and theoretical

evidence to argue that current

economic slowdown has a lot to do

with the consumer psyche, which is

made increasingly pessimistic

by the newspapers predicting

doomsday scenario. It is

absolutely ludicrous to believe

newspapers arguing that the

current scenario is similar to

2008 when the Indian Financial

Interesting to note is a report by Grant

Thornton which argues that usually, a

vehicle has end life of 10–15 years.

Based upon their recent study with

CPCB around 9 million vehicles got

obsolete in 2015 and around 22

million in 6–7-year bracket are

likely to be replaced in 2022. This

very well explains the high growth

period from Q2 of FY 17 till Q3 of

FY18, in-spite of the

demonetization and the GST

teething issues. This downfall

should have been anticipated by

the industry leaders.



auto sector, it currently does not have

a method to capture data in the used

car segment. Consider a player like

Droom which is growing exponentially

and therefore, increasing its workforce

at a rapid pace. Over the past five

years, the size of the pre-owned

market has expanded significantly,

with higher share of organized

players. In 2018–19, while new car

sales were recorded at 3.6 million

units, 4 million second-hand cars were

bought and sold. India pre-owned car

industry is expected to reach between

6.7 to 7.2 Mn cars/year by FY22. All

these factors are a strong indication

that the industry might be failing to

register this shifting trends and turning

a blind eye to the changing market

dynamics. Industry leader Rahul Bajaj

argued, “The slowdown has a lot with

the inability to deliver quality and

innovative products when an industry

player tries to manufacture everything

under the sun the expertise factor

surely takes a hit”. For the passenger

vehicles, the table below explains the

declining growth due to lack of new

model introduction and innovations.

ARTICLE OF THE MONTHNIVESHAK | AUG 2019
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Another startling figure is the growth of

used car segments. Independent

reports published by brokerage house

JM Financial and Indiablue house state

used car market as one of the principal

reasons for the decline in new vehicle

sales. The graphs below explain the

magnitude of the problem. Usually,

when a market matures the ratio of

used cars to new cars also increases.

In many mature markets, the ratio is at

2.5, whereas,India is still at 1.2. With

the introduction of new players and the

evolvement of existing players, the

market has reached a level where it

might affect sales of new cars. For

instance,Mahindra First choice

registered a staggering 40–50% y-o-y

jump in used car sales in FY19. The

market is equally robust for other

players like car Dekho & Maruti true

choice.WhileSIAMarguesabout job lossesin



Strong performance by Apparel &

Textiles:

The apparel sector had contracted 5%

in the first quarter of last fiscal. The

sector witnessed a turn around this

year. Apparel exports stood at around

$4.2 bn, or Rs 29,000 crore, in April-

June 2019 — a 7% rise in rupee terms

and a 3% increase in dollar terms,

though there was a dip in June,

according to commerce ministry data.

The industry group ‘manufacture of

wearing apparel’ has shown the

highest positive growth of 33.6 percent

followed by 22.6 percent in

‘Manufacture of wood and products of

wood and cork, except furniture.

Recovery by Metals & Mining:

The industry group ‘Manufacture of

basic metals’ has shown the highest

positive growth of 17.7 in the latest IIP

data. For the Apr-Jun period

infrastructure and construction, goods

registered a growth of 2.3%, though

lower than the growth in 2018–19.

Considering the investor sentiment is

quite robust. The expansion in the

mining sector was 5.1 percent

compared to 3.8 percent in the year-

ago month. Similarly, the growth in the

power sector was 6 percent in April as

against 2.1 percent in the

corresponding month of the last fiscal.

Consumer Durables showing

healthy signs:

AC sales had declined by 5% and TV

sales had risen 3% in the first quarter

of 2018–19. This trend underwent a

complete reversal with around 20%

growth in the sale of air-conditioners

and around 15% growth in refrigerator

sales.
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Definitely, job losses in the auto sector

are a cause for concern but any capital

inducement will be a temporary

solution and is not likely to boost

consumption.

But the slowdown saga in the Indian

manufacturing sector is not uniform.

Unfortunately, the downturn has been

on two extreme ends. Certain sectors

like apparel and consumer durables

have posted robust growth numbers. If

we breakdown the IIP number for the

last quarter in further depth the

anomaly can be clearly spotted. This

must also be seen in tandem with a

very robust March-19 quarter for the

same segments. The increasing

capacity utilization numbers are a huge

relief for the struggling sectors and

empirically we can argue that if the

numbers reach 80%, there is a good

chance Capex might pick up soon. In

terms of industries, 14 out of 23

industry groups in the manufacturing

sector showed positive growth during

April 2019 as compared to the

corresponding month of the previous

year.



Conclusion: In the theory of “animal

spirits”, John Keynes argued that the

emotions of confidence, hope, fear,

and pessimism which affect financial

decision making, can, in turn, fuel or

hamper economic growth. If spirits are

low, then confidence levels will be low,

which will drive down a promising

market — even if the market or

economy fundamentals are strong.

There is strong evidence that India is

falling into the same trap. All the

macroeconomic indicators like

inflation, Balance of Payments, fiscal

deficit, and forex reserves; point

towards a stable and healthy

economy. Sure there are concerns

around the decreasing farm income,

the middle-class disposable income,

and the private Capex. But going by

the Keynesian argument a strong

narrative by the Finance Ministry, led

by the FM herself can definitively

create the positive psychological

optimism that can boost consumption

and counter the doomsday narrative.

ARTICLE OF THE MONTHNIVESHAK |  AUG 2019
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The impact of heatwave on boosting

sales in certain parts of India cannot be

overlooked. Along with this, the most

inspiring trend is the increase in

industrial output of consumer durables

segment led by electronics, mobile

phones, and optical cables. Though the

IIP data was positive the growth was

spurred primarily by consumer non-

durables. The white good segments

witnessed a marginal cooldown by

1.1% due to decrease in discretionary

spending and possible effects of NBFC

crisis. It is positive to note that in spite

of such troubling times the sector-wise

downtrend is lesser than anticipated

and the revival is very likely to happen

in this quarter owing to the festive

season. Many industry stalwarts argue

that the negative economic sentiment

might have hurt the consumer durables

segment and with EMIs likely to go

down due to rate cuts upcoming

quarter will bring positive outcomes.

Overall, the industry outlook on the

sector remains bright and positive.
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yield curve preceding recession is the

yield curve inverting in 2005, almost 3

years before the financial crisis of

2008. When the fund rate was

increased to 4.25% in 2005, two- year

US treasury bonds yielded a return of

4.4% while longer-term seven-year

bond yielded 4.39%. As the

invertedness of the curve began

increasing, investors continued

channeling their funds into bonds with

longer maturities. This eventually led

to recession in the United States 2

years later after the collapse of the

housing market

Why it occurs?

The reasons for an inverted yield

curve vary, majorly it is a result of the

lost investor confidence in the market.

Bond yields tell what investors think

the economy will do. The inverted

yield curve implies that short-term

investors demand a higher interest

rate and more return on their

investment than long-term investors.

Because they believe a recession will

happen sooner rather than later. The

curve may also have inverted because

of the Federal Reserve. The market

might be indicating that the Fed has

kept the short-term rate high and that

the central bank should cut rates

because the economy is slowing

down.

Current Effects

This time the inverted yield curve has

been distorted by foreign bonds that

pay negative interest rates. Due to the

various prevailing uncertainties in the

markets, investors are rushing to buy

the safest asset available, like the

government bonds, so much that the

Introduction

Normally in a yield curve, bonds with

longer maturities have higher yields

than those of bonds with shorter

maturities. In case of an Inverted Yield

Curve, the situation is reversed, bonds

with longer maturities return a lower

yield as compared to shorter

maturities bonds. The reason is that

investors expect a lower return when

their money is tied up for a shorter

period of time and a higher return on a

long-term investment.

A negative bond yield occurs when

borrowers are paid money for

borrowing, and debt issuers or owners

of the bond have to pay a certain

amount of money for lending funds.

COVER STORYNIVESHAK | AUG 2019
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When did it last occur?

Historically, the inverted yield curves

have preceded a recession. This has

been observed multiple times, such

as the recessions of 2001, 1991,

1981. It is to be noted that inverted

yield curves are not a cause of

recession, rather a symptom. One

significant example of the inverted



recession is considered, inverted yield

curve and negative yields might lead

to recession, but not necessarily.

Explaining one of the major reasons

for distortion of yield curves-

Negative Yields

A negative bond yield occurs when

borrowers are paid money for

borrowing, and debt issuers or owners

of the bond have to pay a certain

amount of money for lending funds.

On these terms, one would think the

existence of these bonds would be

negligible or at least investment on

such bonds would be at a level below

par. But statistics say something else

entirely. The share of global

government bonds trading with a

negative yield sits at a record high of

29%. At least 50% of the European

government bonds have a yield which

is below 0, and globally $15 trillion of

negative yield debt exists.

As of August 2019, the distribution of

negative-yielding debt is as follows:-

so much that the negative yields have

ballooned. Almost $15 trillion of

investment-grade corporate and

government bonds have negative

yields.

Investor Actions

Investors are looking at the possibility

of a recession or a massive slow-

down in the global economy in the

backdrop of the ongoing global trade

wars, near-zero interest rates limiting

the central bank's ability to revive

economies and geo-political instability

in different parts of the world.

Effects on Indian Economy

In the context of the Indian economy,

even though markets are

interconnected globally and movement

in equity markets in one part of the

world play an imperative role in

influencing other foreign markets, the

Indian impact of global negative yields

on India is expected to be limited. One

major reason for the limited impact is

the interest rate structure, where in

Europe, central bank administered

rate is zero to negative whereas in

India, the RBI's repo rate is 5.40%.

Another reason is the regulatory limits

on the quantum of foreign portfolio

investments (FPI) in India. Also, RBI's

decision to change the repo rate

depends upon several factors like the

inflation rate, growth rate, global

interest rates, etc. Hence, the

drastically low-interest rates play a

critical role in lowering the interest

rates in the Indian economy.

Such negative bond yield is an

unusual phenomenon and its current

effect on the Indian economy appears to

be limited. And as far as an impending

COVER STORYNIVESHAK | AUG 2019
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content with incurring losses to avail

reliability and liquidity of government

bonds.

Some foreign investors have even

found out strategies that they believe

will help them make money in the

negative yield environment. Simplest

of these is to wait for the prices to

keep going up. Foreign investors also

rest their hopes on the rise of currency

which can then offset the negative

bond yield. Such negative yielding

bonds are not being bought as

investments but for trading, because if

such bonds are held to maturity, they

will return less than the premium paid

for them by the investor.

One of the ways of generating positive

returns from negative yielding debt is

through currency hedging, in which

investors having funds in a high

demand currency market such as U.S.

will be able to extract positive returns

from low or negative yielding markets

of Europe.

Investors also use swap markets or

currency forwards to keep the cost of

funding lower than the yields.

Investors also keep an eye on the

curve as a steeper curve offers the

option to borrow short term and then

invest in long term maturities.

In a world where most of the

developed world is reeling with

negative yields, India’s 10 year bond

which is yielding at a rate above 6%

makes it a very attractive destination

for foreign investors and invested $1.1

billion in the month of July, 2019

alone, hence fueling the rupee bonds.

10-year bonds of France has been

breaching the 0 yield boundary

multiple times. Countries like the

Netherlands and Austria have

negative yields consistently.

Germany’s yield curve is also in a

downtrend.

These negative yielding bonds are

eating into pension funds, and

promoting mortgaging of assets.

Bond yields are inversely dependent

on bond prices. If the interest paid by

a bond over its lifetime is less than the

premium paid by the bond owner than

the investor incurs a loss and the bond

is said to have a negative yield.

The question arises, why would an

investor be willing to pay for lending

cash flow for a certain period. It

effectively means an investor is paying

money to the government for keeping

their money safe.

To answer this we have to look at the

macroeconomic conditions,

domestically and globally. An

environment inconducive for growth,

low inflation are some of the

conditions where investors are willing

to buy negative-yielding bonds.

Considering the current scenario with

the inverted yield curve beaconing the

onset of recession and a trade war

brewing between U.S. and China, and

central banks are also cutting interest

rates to hedge against a possible

global downturn. Hence in this

environment, investors might be

COVER STORYNIVESHAK | AUG 2019
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CAC in France, IBEX in Spain, FTSE

MIB in Italy, FTSE in UK- each has

shown a decline.

Businesses are cutting back on

investments in such a backdrop and

trade disputes are taking a toll on the

US economic growth as it slows down

in the second quarter. Consumer

spending has been the saving spree

resulting in s slowed pace; but the

record breaking 10-year US expansion

plans are still in place though

threatened by the troubled waters in

both residential and non-residential

investment.

The ongoing contraction of housing

construction, lasting for over 18

months now, stands a reminder to the

investment contractions during great

depression.

Imposition of tariffs and the resultant

retaliatory measures would lower the

output levels for both the countries -

output in China by 0.5% and in US

0.2% respectively relative to a no-

trade-war scenario (as noted by

Bloomberg Economics’ modelling).

Global output would also come down

as a result. Leaders had already

warned about the threat to global

economy from this trade war and

breathed a sigh of relief as

negotiations between US and China

were on track on the side-lines of G20

summit in Osaka a month ago.

Though China was open to

cooperation and dialogue; the failure

of previous talks shadowed the

negotiations. The current scenarios

are suggesting a movement towards

darkest and worst global growth

prospects from the intended ideal and

preferable one. Global recovery and

The recent tweets by US president

Donald Trump have indicated another

friction between US-China and

worsening of the ongoing trade war

between the two world’s largest

economies. This trade war has become

much more than cold war; as it

intensifies the need for technological

superiority, power and undermines the

development model of each

stakeholder involved. It aims to decide

how each economy will respond under

situation of crisis and pressure. From

the ongoing dialogues, this war is going

to be expensive, long, bitter & complex.

In China, the negative effects of

escalating tariffs and weakening

external demand have added pressure

to an economy already in the midst of a

structural slowdown and needed

regulatory strengthening to rein in high

dependence on debt. Restructuring of

Chinese economy with a focus on

innovation may just be a by-product of

this war.Trump has poured a tanker full

of cold water on the embers of the

market’s trade optimism with a series of

inflammatory tweets. Markets have, in

return, reacted sharply to the fear of

trade war. The impact of tweets is not

just limited to US markets where shares

in tech stocks fell and benchmark S&P

500 Index was down by 0.4% but is

reflected in the fall of European markets

as well; as the pan-European Stoxx 600

index fell 1.5%. DAX index in Germany,

Trade War – What 

lies Ahead
- Swasti arya, SRCC
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economic growth prospects, expected

to reach 4% now seems a bygone era

in the midst of lingering talks, friction &

a failure to cooperate. The status quo

is expected to shift from “America

First” towards an all- out global trade

war.

On the other hand, the free trade deal

between Mercosur and Europe after

years of negotiations has made a

strong point for rule-based trade in

midst of fear and international trade

tension. The leaders’ commitment to

open markets, free, fair and non-

discriminatory trade showed optimism

but were backed by the fear of open

criticism of Trump’s protectionist

policies. This fear stems from the

underlying protracted trade war that

could put many countries on risk of

sluggish growth.

Macro signals including -China’s GDP,

US-China Trade tensions and Brexit

cloud the economic outlook. Slowdown

is apparent in Europe as ECB plans to

cut short-term interest rates for the first

time since 2016 and restart its massive

bond buying program. Central bank in

Russia has similar plans in wake of

unstable domestic and external

demand.

Manufacturing, across advanced

economies, is expected to take the

highest toll as it depends on trade ;

even though service industries are

holding up. Companies, like Cummins,

are already in the process of shifting

supply chains and delaying capital

spending. Sales are falling for auto

industry as Volkswagen reports

decrease in global sales owing to

decreased demand in China. The

danger of auto industry crisis also

looms.

The probability of falling into a long-

term self-induced stagnation remains

high as the effects of misguided

policies and geopolitical aggression

start showing.

Pressing need of the hour is

expediated resolution of uncertainty

surrounding trade agreements; but

more than it is important that countries

do not use tariffs to target bilateral

trade balances or as a substitute for

dialogue to pressure other reforms.

The longer we take to take control,

achieve multilateral reconciliation and

reach a negotiation favourable to

stakeholders involved; the more likely

it is that growth terms will be harder to

reverse.
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The writing was on the wall. The freely

falling numbers of core sector output,

Index of Industrial Production and

Nikkei India PMI had stolen the

thunder of crystal-gazers even before

the numbers of GDP came out. The

worse than expected print, 5% vs the

market expectation of 5.7%, kicked the

already fragile market-sentiments in

the stomach as reflected by the

frontline market indices on the very

next trading day. No brownie points to

anyone for not challenging the veracity

of the numbers. And certainly, no

accolades for rolling back what

shouldn’t have been rolled out in the

first place.

In a beleaguered economy like this,

there are only a handful of pertinent

questions to ask. What’s next? Is it the

bottom? What’ the needful? What

about the 5 trillion-dollar economy that

we were going to be in 2025? Will we

still?

The long and short of the reality is,

while what’s happened is bad enough

already, the looming threat of a global

recession and a cold war between the

world’s two largest economies can

make things go worse.

But with all the brains on board can we

really not do anything?

In the midst of turbulence, we hang

onto hope~ Lailah Gifty Akita With the

pace of growth at 5% and assuming

full-year inflation to eventually come

around 3.5% we are 3.5% behind the

real growth rate which is required to

attain a 5 trillion-dollar GDP by 2025.

On the face of it, power and mining

emerged as outliers but let’s dig

deeper and disentangle the biggest

conundrum facing the economy in

decades.

C of Private Consumption- Indian

economy rides on the back of the

consumption of the Indian public. This

is a characteristic that sets us apart

from a majority of the leading

economies in the world and puts us at

an advantage to curry favour with

corporations for investment. The April-

June quarter saw its share tumble

from 59.3% to 57.7% bringing to the

foreground the broad-based slowdown

in aggregate demand. Falling auto

numbers in the months following the

first quarter hint at the limited effects

of successive rate-cuts by the RBI.

This is because, all rate-cuts presume

there is surplus liquidity in the system

that lenders are struggling to dispense

at the existing rates, hence rate-cuts.

But what if there is no liquidity in the

system? How do rate-cuts work then?

The issues with roll-overs in the debt

market engendered by the continuing

crises of confidence have weighed on

the lending capacity of NBFCs as

mirrored in the weak lending activities

lately. While banks stay unscathed

from this, can they fill the shoes of

NBFCs on any time horizon? Perhaps,

you want to buy a refrigerator, or a

plasma television, a washing machine,

a two-wheeler who is your go to?
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NBFCs. In a consumption driven

economy NBFCs fuel the aspirations

of people which are otherwise difficult

to fund. Having flirted too much with

the situation already, regulators need

to take the bull by its horn and ride to

the rescue to avoid more DHFLs. In

absence of the same private investors

will continue to baulk, putting several

large names at risk.

Auto represents half the manufacturing

GDP of India and employs 35 million

people directly and indirectly. The

slowdown is not just a corporate

problem, it’s an Indian problem. GST

rate cuts won’t do the trick alone, the

broad-based burden laid by higher

road-tax, registration charges,

insurance charges will need to

reviewed again. The per capita income

in India is approximately USD 2000

vis-à-vis china and Europe where it is

USD 10000 and 40000 respectively.

Clearly, it’s not the same thing.

I of Investment- Investment

representing a quarter of the Indian

GDP grew at a meagre 4% up from

3.6% in the previous quarter. RBI rate

cuts and subsequent banking efforts

may have succeeded in pushing lifting

induced investment but autonomous

investment ties back to consumption.

Housing inventory with real estate

developers is a problem for both the

developers themselves and the banks

and the NBFCs that finance them.

Private investment expenditure links

back to almost 250 small and large

industries such as cement, steel,

power etc. There is an equally

pressing need to stabilize public

banks which have their own regulatory

and governance issues. The recent

announcement of merger of 10 PSBs,

though positive, will keep them

engaged in fulfilling regulatory

requirements over their core business

of lending.

On the opportunity, as the cold-war

accentuates and manufacturing

moves from china, regulatory

initiatives in land-acquisition and other

key approvals can attract a lot export-

oriented investment to India fuelling

both expenditure and income.

Rural India which to the surprise of

many not only seeks employment and

support but also provides in forms

such as contribution to GDP, farm

equipment, tractors, fertilisers can be

the flag-bearer of growth given

investment in technology, food-

processing, and fair-marketplaces.

The idea of Special agricultural

development zones as proposed by

the father of Green revolution, MS

Swaminathan and seen emerging in

Sri Lanka and Kerala is something to

look forward too.

G of Government Expenditure- The

government has swung for the fences

in recent years. Kudos! Government

expenditure, so far has been ahead of

overall GDP growth rate. Lion’s share

of this expenditure has gone to

construction of roads in several

initiatives, housing for all, interest rate

subventions, preliminary efforts

towards universal basic income, rural

electrification and led demand for

cement, steel, energy and other

related industries. For the current

year, the windfall gain from the RBI

and proceeds from divestment will
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keep the tyres moving but it’s a half-

measure if not matched by growth in

private investment. The breakout of

news of debt-burden of NHAI is a

shocker and poses question to its

ability to service its existing debt and

continue its momentum

simultaneously. A transition from the

EPC model to Hybrid annuity model

will need engineering and

construction players to shore up

capital, again requiring financial

engineering by the honchos in banks

and the north block.

On a separate note, a person would

hope that a government with its eye

on growth will refrain from populist

measures in the farm sector and

rather direct the tax-payers money

and attract private investment to poise

the sector to remain strong and

profitable in the years to come.

X-M- Mathematically, the net

contribution of exports is negative

because we are a net importer,

realistically exports have played a

major role in employment generation

and fuelling consumption. It’s growth

in the recent months has been timid

like the rest of the components.

However, the increasing bad blood

between the USA and China coupled with

depreciation in INR gives us the timely

opportunity of scaling up export-oriented

investment and looking beyond just

unbranded goods and raw materials.

With all of this said, India’s dream of 5

trillion dollar economy in less than a

decade whether far-flung or not, eaves a

lot to be done.
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Chhatisgarh, and was also in the

business of mining coal and iron ore.

In 2011, it began to take on debt to

fund its expansion plans. The

company's debt stood at ₹12,262

crore towards the end of FY17. It has

consistently been recording losses

since FY15, eroding its net worth in

the process.The company, was

majorly hit by problems after Supreme

Court's 2014 order that called for the

cancellation of coal mines attached to

the plant. Additionally, tumbling steel

costs and Chinese dumping

exacerbated the emergency, making it

one of the 12 records that the RBI

distinguished in its first rundown to

confront indebtedness procedures.

JSW Steel has restarted production at

one and a half million tonne per

annum pellet plant at Monnet Ispat

and Energy and ramped up the Direct

Reduced Iron (DRI) production to its

optimal capacity to bring down the

cost. DRI plant had been operating at

lower capacity erstwhile. Monnet was

buying iron ore and pellet from the

open market, and now the price will

come down after commissioning of the

pellet plant.

Forceful development plans,

constrained steel and energy

organizations to accumulate heaps of

loan obligation from 2005 to 2010.

Negative demand, slow growth

patterns and enormous interest costs

burdened numerous companies,

constraining them to announce

indebtedness under the Insolvency

and Bankruptcy Code (IBC). Be that

as it may, a misfortune for few ends up

being gains for other people. For the

more prominent players in a similar

industry, it offered an opportunity to

acquire valuable assets priced

attractively, opening up an opportunity

to expand and strengthen their

capacities in the long run.There have

been exceptional biddings, counter-

biddings and battles to secure these

organizations.

In this article, we investigate one

fruitful IBC case in the steel business

— JSW Steel-Monnet Ispat and

Energy Limited JSW Steel and its

promoters alongside AION

Investments have acquired Monnet

Ispat and Energy Ltd (MIEL) following

completion of the insolvency resolution

proceedings. The duo, paid Rs 2,875

crore for the stressed company while

Monnet owed banks more than Rs

11,000 crore. At one time, Monnet Ispat

ran a successful coal-based sponge iron

plant with an annual capacity of 1.5MT of

finished steel making capacity near Raigarh,
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Future plans

In the second leg, facilities such as

blast furnace, melt shop and bar mill

that were shut down due to want of

funds by Monnet will be re-

commissioned and in the third phase,

incomplete projects including

expansion of melt shop and plate mill

will be taken up and the asset will turn

profitable in two years.

Legal recourse for reclaiming coal

mine

JSW Steel is additionally searching for

any lawful plan of action to recover the

coal mining lease that was dropped by

the Government.

JSW is attempting to increase its

essence in iron metal and coking coal

mining. Worldwide economies are

progressively venturing up protectionist

exchange measures to shield the

enthusiasm of their local enterprises.

While this pattern continue in the

future, it will not hinder JSW Steel’s

growth in the in the worldwide markets.
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1. What is your opinion on

the recent announcement

of the merger of PSU

banks?

If we look at this step from a

customer's vantage point - let's

say you are a customer of Vijaya

bank which is very small in terms

of size and reach. Vijaya bank,

under the new regime, will be

under the wings of Bank of

Baroda. Now, as a customer you

will gain substantial benefits in

terms of access to more branches

and ATMs' unlike before.

2. Do you think the merger of the

PSU banks will change the outlook

of investors in the sector?

Now, if we look at the same decision

from the standpoint of a shareholder, I

don’t think there will be any substantial

impact. Yes, there will be some cost

synergies as the integration of banks

is based on the central system used

by such banks; for example, banks

using "Finacle" as their central system

are merged. And this will be a one-

time positive impact. But as far as the

business performance is concerned, it

will, in my opinion, depend on the

quality of assets which the bank will

have on its balance sheet. If PSUs'

continue to lend recklessly to

incompetent businesses as they have

in the past, this merger is not going to

act like a remedy.

3. According to you, should India

worry as global recession fear

spreads? Do you see its impacts on

the stock market and investor

behavior?

Overall, the global economy has

been slowing down. Multiple datasets

show that the Indian economy is

facing a multi-year slowdown. Global

markets saw the last recession in

2008-09, which ultimately spread

across over 50 countries in Europe

and Asia, however at that time Indian

story was a bit different, the Indian

economy was consistently growing

around 6% at that time. But

currently India’s GDP is in

decreasing trend and Indian

sectors are facing the worst

slowdown.
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Registration cost and Road tax have

also increased by 2-3% per vehicle.

Behavioral changes; In metros, people

have started preferring OLA and

UBER more than owned cars as there

are issues like parking space, traffic,

etc.

Government has been taking

initiatives to revive the auto sector,

and many reforms were also

introduced by our Finance Minister.

GST rate cut on passenger vehicle

can be a boost for auto sector.

5. India, China all have been

witnessing a reduction in their

Repo-Rates. Which sectors do you

think will benefit the most, as seen

from a global perspective?

Repo rates globally have been coming

down. There are many countries

offering negative interest rates; thus,

countries all over have been trying to

boost consumption by reducing

interest rates. Sectors which are

highly leveraged like Power, Steel,

Cement, and NBFCs can benefit the

most. These sectors mainly work on

borrowed money and if the borrowing

cost reduces it may boost margins for

these sectors.

From textile to technology, India's

exposure to global economies has

also increased significantly since

2009. So yes there may be short term

pain, but in long run India’s own

growth story stays intact.

Investors have been rating different

sectors differently. The market cap of

automobile, steel, pharmaceuticals

sectors, have reduced significantly.

Thus investors are becoming shrewd

enough to value companies as per

there quality and growth rates rather

than other macroeconomic

parameters.

4. Cars sales are not seen to be

rising. How is the automobile

industry reacting to it, and what are

the factors affecting this?

The slowdown began from last festive

season, i.e. October 2018 and this is

the longest slowdown in last 15 years.

Automobile industry players have

been shutting down plants and thus

cutting their production by double-digit

every quarter. These kind of factory

shutdowns are leading to

Unemployment (2, 00,000 Job cuts in

last one year) and approx. Two

hundred dealers have been shut there

dealership. Thus sales, as well as

production, has been de-growing at

double-digit since October’2018.

Factors affecting slowdown can be

listed as NBFC Crisis which started with

ILFS getting insolvent.

Insurance requirement increased to 5

years which was previously one year,

thus increasing the cost of buying new

vehicle.
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Head quartered in New York, Goldman

Sachs is the Disneyland every kid on

the finance block wants to work at. The

150 year legacy of "a great vampire

squid wrapped around the face of

humanity, relentlessly jamming its

blood funnel into anything that smells

like money" , a metaphor from the

Rolling Stone magazine commonly

associated with Goldman Sachs,

illustriously underlines the company’s

pedagogy. What makes Goldman

Sachs tick ? If it’s the people as the

company profoundly states, then the

question which begs an answer is what

draws the talent pool to the firm ? Is it

just the fat cheque and pride of being

associated with the big boy’s parade or

is there something which doesn’t meet

the eye superficially?

Yes, the handsome compensation does

draw talent but it is the inclusive

compensation division strategy in

addition to the vibrant work culture and

career growth opportunities which keeps

people on board. If a particular division

of Goldman Sachs does well, the other

divisions will also get a slice of the

success share. This culture is not as

profound in other firms. The operating

efficiency of the firm can be attributed to

the intense review process which ensures

that non-performers are identified and

dealt with.

The culture of putting the company

before individuals contributes to better

risk management. Goldman Sachs

possesses the stomach to sacrifice the

arm in order to save the body.

The operational impact goal of

Goldman Sachs which caters to

financing or investing $150 billion in

clean energy by 2025 seems to be on

track with $80 billion already put up for

the cause. The company has positioned

itself to help address environmental and

social challenges to support
opportunities for economic growth.

According to David M. Solomon, the

Chairman and CEO of Goldman Sachs

“Only by integrating sustainability across

our businesses can we deliver strong,

long-term returns for our shareholders”.

This goes on to highlight the adaptability

and awareness of the company to

envision the sensitivity points and their

potential impact in future which in turn

gives them a competitive edge as they

act upon these by factoring them into

their business strategy. The tag of

“Capital With Purpose” seems to be

blurring the vampire squid image

engraved by extrapolation of Rolling

Stone in people’s mind but only time

shall tell whether the Disneyland for

global markets is able to carve out a

more humane image in layman’s

imagination or not.
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Convertible Securities

Convertible securities are a type of

instrument that can be converted into a

specified number of equity shares of

the issuing company at a specified point

of time in future period at a specified

rate or specified amount of cash. This is

a hybrid form of security with features of

both debt and equity. The securities are

issued as a convertible debenture or

convertible bonds or convertible

preference shares by the issuing

company. At a future point of time, these

securities are converted into equity

shares of the issuing company. Until that

point in time, the security retains its

original nature of either a bond or

preference share. The primary benefit

for the issuing company is reduced

interest payment as an exchange for

possible conversion into equity in future,

tax deduction on the interest payment,

debt extinguishment in future without

any actual outflow as it is converted into

equity, easier to issue in early stages

of an organization as compared to

equity. But the downside to this is the

dilution of equity in the future.

Partly / Fully Convertible

Debentures:

Security which is issued as a form of

debt (debenture) by the issuing

company which is convertible into

equity shares of the issuing company

at a future point of time (not later than

ten years).

The conversion ratio, value of shares

at the time of conversion and date of

possible conversion of the debenture

to shares of the company is agreed

upon in the issue agreement between

the debenture holder and the company.

Until the point of conversion, the

instrument is treated as debt by the

company as interest is paid on the

same, but from the point of conversion

it is treated as equity of the company

and becomes eligible for dividend

payment. Fully convertible debentures

are those the entirety of which would be

converted into equity of the company

whereas partially convertible

debentures are those where a part of

the debenture value is converted into

equity, and the balance is either

retained as debentures or settled in

cash by the issuing company.

Convertible Preference Shares:

This represents a type of preference

share issued by a company where the

shareholder has the option to convert

his shareholding into equity shares of

the company at a specified future

point of time. Conversion ratio

represents the number of equity

shares that would be issued for every

preference share converted by the

shareholder. This ratio is agreed upon

between the management of the

company and the shareholder before

the issue.
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This type of instrument would be

preferred by investors who would like

to receive a fixed dividend year on

year and also benefit from participating

in the equity appreciations of the

company in the future.

Share Warrants:

Share Warrants are an instrument that

provides the warrant holder with a right

to subscribe to equity shares of the

issuing company at a specified price

on a specified point of time in future.

The issuing company is benefitted by

receipt of cash from the warrant holder

for the warrants issued whereas the

issuance of share capital is deferred to

a future point of time. This, in turn,

delays the dilution of equity. Share

warrants as such have no right to

receive any interest or dividend. Share

warrants are tradeable by themselves,

and their value increases with an

increase in the share value of the

company. If the share prices increase

beyond the exercise price (specified

rate for conversion into equity), then the

warrant holder gains from exercising the

right to convert into equity shares.

Apart from these instruments, there are

also other arrangements like Employee

Stock Options Payable, Rights issue,

and Bonus issue, which provides a

dilutive effect on the equity of the

company.

Basic and Diluted earnings per

share calculation and the effect of

convertible securities:

The convertible securities have a

dilutive effect on the calculation of

earnings per share as these securities

get added to the existing equity capital

base resulting to an increase in the

pool of shares among which the

available earnings are shared.

The following is the equation for

calculation of the basic earnings per

share:

{Earnings available for equity

shareholders of the company / Total

number of equity shares of the

company}.

In case the company has issued

convertible securities, then those

convertible securities will get added to

the existing capital base and thereby

will reduce the earnings per share. This

calculation is called the diluted earnings

per share. For example, let us assume

that the earning available for the equity

shareholders of the company is Rs. 100

and the existing number of equity

shares of the company is 10. The basic

earnings per share calculated is 100/10,

which comes to Rs. 10 per share.

In this scenario, let us assume that the

convertible securities issued by the

company can be converted into 10

equity shares of the company in a

future date at the rate agreed upon.

Therefore, the revised capital base on

the company comes to 20 equity

shares (10 existing and 10

convertibles). Thus, the diluted

earnings per share come to 100/20,

which is equal to Rs. 5 per share.
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